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The statute creating special use valuation for real property as enacted in 1976 effective in 1977 did not permit cash rent leasing in the after-death period except for the two year “grace period” immediately after death for purposes of further meeting the “qualified use” test (which was enacted in 1981). However, that requirement has been modified twice, once in 1988 and once in 1997 as discussed below, and made retroactive to 1976.

Cash rents by surviving spouses

The relaxation of the rule barring cash rents after the end of the two-year grace period, was first enacted for surviving spouses in 1988 and provided as follows --

“For purposes of subsection (c), such surviving spouse shall not be treated as failing to use such property in a qualified use solely because such spouse rents such property to a member of such spouse’s family on a net cash basis.”

The legislation included a waiver of the statute of limitations.

That legislation was repealed in 1997 with re-enactment of that provision in a different form and enacting a similar rule for lineal descendants cash renting to a member of the lineal descendant’s family. The revised section provides as follows –

“. . . a surviving spouse or lineal descendant of the decedent shall not be treated as failing to use qualified real property in a qualified use solely because such spouse or descendant rents such property to a member of the family of such spouse or descendant on a net cash basis. For purposes of the preceding sentence, a legally adopted child of an individual shall be treated as the child of such individual by blood.”

Limiting the discussion for the moment to surviving spouses, note that the property must be rented to “. . . a member of the family of such spouse . . . on a net cash basis.” The term “net cash basis” is not defined in the amendment. Notably, the amendment does not address so-called “hybrid” leases. The amendment was effective retroactively to leases entered into after December 31, 1976.

Situation with marital deduction trusts.

For cash rent leases by two trust marital deduction wills or trusts, a cash rent lease by the marital trust comes within the exception if the surviving spouse either has outright ownership or a life estate coupled with a general power of appointment. A cash rent lease by the non-marital trust (the so-called “bypass” trust) was held to be a recapture disposition where the spouse was not the sole beneficiary because
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the trustee had “sprinkling” powers in favor of the spouse and
the decedent’s issue during the spouse’s life.15 In another private
letter ruling, cash rent leases by the marital trust and non-marital
trust (and where in the non-marital or “bypass” trust the surviving
spouse had a life estate with the right in the trustee to make
discretionary principal distributions to others) a cash rent lease
came within the exception because the lease (under a “drop dead”
clause) was set to terminate at the death of the surviving spouse
or, if discretionary distributions were made, during the spouse’s
lifetime the lease would also terminate.16

Would a QTIP trust be eligible for the exception? Under a
QTIP (qualified terminable interest property) trust, the spouse
has a “qualifying interest for life” which includes the right to
the income for life and an assurance that the principal will not
be subject to a power of appointment in favor of anyone but the
surviving spouse during the spouse’s lifetime.” Thus, it would
appear that a cash rent lease by such a trust to a member of the
spouse’s family would not be eligible for the exception.

Cash renting by lineal descendants of the decedent to members
of the lineal descendant’s family

The emphasis in this provision, enacted for the first time in 1997,18
is on “lineal descendant of the decedent.” In one instance,
the decedent had no children or other descendants and left a ranch
to her niece (who was not a lineal descendant of the decedent).
The niece was unable to cash rent the ranch to her son who had
been operating the ranch. In that instance, the parties agreed to
work out a sharing of the calf crop as rent.

Warnings

The Committee Reports for the 1997 enactment19 state that the
amendment “assumes” the lessor “. . . continues to operate the
farm or closely-held business.”20 Particularly in light of the IRS
position of assessing self-employment tax on mere investors who
are well short of trade or business status,21 that language in the
committee reports could be used to counter the exception.

Also, the 1997 amendments added a provision22 which states –

If property is qualified real property with respect to a
decedent . . . and such property was acquired or passed
from the first decedent to the surviving spouse of the first
decedent, for purposes of applying this subsection and
subsection (c) in the case of an estate of such surviving
spouse, active management of the farm or other business
by the surviving spouse shall be treated as material
participation by such surviving spouse in the operation
of the farm or business.23

The reference to subsection 5 “(in I.R.C. § 2032A(b)(5)) is
not worrisome but the reference to also making that language
applicable to subsection (c) could be troublesome inasmuch
as subsection (c) contains in Subsection (c)(7)(E) the rules for
“net cash basis” leasing. One question is whether “material
participation” is inconsistent with “net cash basis” leasing.
Certainly, that language could have implications for self-
employment tax liability, also.24
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